Abstract-We study finite horizon optimal control where the controller is subject to sensor-information constraints, that is, each input has access to a fixed subset of states at all times. In particular, we consider linear systems affected by exogenous disturbances with state and input constraints. We establish the class of sensor-information structures that allows for the formulation of this optimization problem as a convex program. In the literature, Quadratic Invariance (QI) is a well-established result that is applicable to the infinite horizon unconstrained case. We show that, despite state and inputs constraints being enforced, QI results can be naturally adapted to our problem. To this end, we highlight and exploit the connection between Youla parametrization and disturbance-feedback policies. Additionally, we provide graph-theoretic visual insight which is consistent with Partially Nested (PN) interpretations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Critical emerging large-scale systems, such as the electric power grids, teams of autonomous vehicles, the internet, economic systems, feature interacting autonomous decision making agents. The agents can be equipped with sensing, computation, communication and actuation capabilities. These applications require study at the intersection between two research topics: 1) Networked control systems; components such as sensors, actuators and computing units are linked through real-time communication channels and have access to different information, usually due to geographic distance or privacy concerns. 2) Efficient design of stabilizing and optimal state-feedback controllers; in scenarios involving constrained large-scale systems, the underlying sensor-information structure, i.e. which component has access to which sensors, hence what state information is available at all given times, has a great impact on the complexity of the control system design. It has been known since 1968 [1] that the design of optimal controllers with information limitations is in general an NP-hard problem, and the optimal controller can be a nonlinear function of the states. Hence, significant work has been directed to the subclass of affine controllers, subject to special information structures amenable to convex formulations [2] - [4] .
All such notions are generalized in [5] , where the authors establish a necessary and sufficient condition for tractability of optimal control under information structures, referred to as {furieril, mkamgar}@control.ee.ethz.ch quadratic invariance (QI). Under the QI condition, one can use transfer function approaches to compute solutions for this convex optimization problem [6] . It has been observed that computations at the transfer function level can be sensitive to numerical noise. Moreover, such a representation does not allow for a satisfactory insight into the internal operations of optimal controllers. This motivates study on structured optimal control within state-space representations. In [7] , an important effort is done towards this direction. The authors reinterpret the results in [8] in terms of partially ordered sets (Posets). A recent approach, based on the so called System Level Parametrizations (SLP), identifies and relaxes the assumptions implicit to the QI framework so as to strictly broaden the class of distributed control problems solved through convex programming [9] , [10] . All the referenced work [7] - [10] consider infinite horizon optimization, without constraints on the states and the inputs.
A successful approach to address state and input constraints is receding horizon control. One line of work has considered rank relaxation approaches to obtain convex approximations of distributed control in finite horizon [11] . Alternatively, distributed model predictive control [12] , [13] considers a large system divided into subsystems that are dynamically coupled. The neighbouring subsystems can communicate in order to achieve a local or system-wide goal, while being robust to unknown dynamic couplings. These approaches are readily amenable to many applications, as they include methods to distribute the computations; nonetheless, they do not provide explicit insight on the role of information structures, convexity of the problem and conservativeness of the solution.
The main contribution of this work is the characterization of all convex finite horizon optimal control problems for linear systems subject to state and input constraints, in the presence of a fixed sensor-information structure. The key insight to our approach is the use of disturbance-feedback for robust control of constrained systems [14] . The disturbance-feedback approach in receding horizon control is akin to Youla parametrization in classical control theory. Based on this connection, we then exploit and adapt the results on convexity for infinite horizon distributed control of unconstrained systems [5] . Furthermore, we derive simple conditions to verify QI independent of the horizon length, based on certain properties of the system controllability matrix. We will show the equivalence of these conditions to a graphical condition for QI, consistent with previously established results [4] , [15] - [17] . As such, we hope to provide additional insight into the seminal work of [15] and show applicability even in the case in which constraints on states and inputs are present.
In Section II, we formulate the finite horizon optimal control problem under study. We review the disturbance feedback approach to enable a convex formulation for the centralized problem. In Section III, we provide the main result about sensor-information structures that enable convexity. Finally, in Section IV, we consider the time varying control of a constrained and unstable 3-dimensional system, whose sensor-information structure is QI. Hence, we solve the proposed convex program and show numerical results.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a discrete time system
where
The system starts from a known initial condition x 0 ∈ R n . In what follows, predictions of the system's evolution over a finite time horizon of length N will be used to compute appropriate control policies. The states and inputs need to satisfy the following constraints for all k ∈ Z [0,N -1] :
i.e. robustly for all allowable sequences of disturbances. Our goal is to find a history dependent, state-feedback
, and with the requirement that u k (·) complies with the sensor-information structure as defined in the following subsection.
The search in the class of all state-feedback policies is, unfortunately, intractable in general. Hence, we restrict to the class of controllers such that γ(·) is affine in the history of the states. This is a rich class of state-feedback policies which allows convex formulation of the control problem [14] .
The state-feedback controller is subject to sensor-information constraints in the sense that follows.
1) Sensor-information structures and sparsity constraints: Given a matrix X ∈ R a×b , we denote throughout as X(i, j) ∈ R its element at row i and column j. Define the binary matrix S ∈ {0, 1} m×n . We state that the control input u i k at time k has access to state x j l for every time l ∈ Z [0,k] if and only if S(i, j) = 1. Hence, the binary matrix S can encode sensor placement for the system. Suppose X ∈ {0, 1} a×b , and define the operator
Then, S = Sparse(S) ⊆ R m×n is the subspace of linear operators within the sensor-information structure encoded by S.
In order to impose the given sensor-information structure in the form of constraints for the optimization problem, for every time instant k, we consider the following control policies
The constraint L i,j ∈ S is referred to as a sparsity constraint, as it defines a fixed zero-pattern for matrices L i,j . We then state the optimization problem under study:
In the above, the optimization variables are
. We assume J(·) is a convex function of its arguments, and sets T , X f are convex. To make derivations easier, we restrict T , X f and W to be polytopes. In particular, we consider
Without the sparsity constraints, Problem 1 is well-studied within the dynamic optimization and model predictive control literature. Here we recall the disturbance-feedback approach proposed in [14] to derive a convex formulation for Problem 1, in the absence of sparsity constraints.
A. Disturbance Feedback
It is convenient to define the vectors of stacked variables:
Then, the stacked system equations are
are explicitly written in the appendix. Their derivation is straightforward from recursive application of (1). The control input can be expressed as
where L ∈ R mN ×n(N +1) and g ∈ R mN are defined as
. Matrix L is block-lower triangular for causality. In order to impose sparsity constraints in a compact way on matrix L, we need to define the stacked sensor-sparsity subspace S ⊆ R mN ×n(N +1) :
where the S blocks are the sensor-sparsity subspaces for all the L i,j s as in (3). Thus, considering (2), (3) and the stacked operators we have just introduced, we define the set of all admissible, state-feedback affine controllers within the given sensor-information structure as:
(7) As shown in [14] , this set is non-convex regardless of the sparsity constraints being linear. However, reparametrization of the controller as a disturbance-feedback affine policy makes it convex. Our goal is to analyze whether the same applies when the controller is required to comply with a fixed sensor-information structure. In what follows, we show why this is not the case.
First, we introduce the disturbance-feedback controller as
where M ∈ R mN ×n(N +1) and v ∈ R mN are as
Notice the particular structure of M, which implies that the control input at time k can only depend on the disturbances up until time k-1, which can be easily reconstructed through (1). The blocks are M i,j ∈ R m×n , v i ∈ R m . We can establish the mapping between the state-feedback controller (5) and the disturbance-feedback controller (8) as
Accordingly, we introduce the set of admissible disturbance-feedback controllers as
Matrices
Ns+r capture the state and input constraints (2). For completeness, their explicit form is provided in the appendix.
Finally, we define the set of admissible initial states in both parametrizations as
The following theorem then clarifies the link between statefeedback and disturbance-feedback parametrizations.
can be found such that the resulting state and input trajectories (4), (5) are reproduced for any possible disturbance sequence, and vice-versa.
Similar to Theorem 9 in [14] , the proof can be done by derivation of the mappings we introduced in (10), (11) and can be found in [18] . Note that our mappings are slightly different than the ones in [14] , due to the inclusion of x 0 in the extended stacked disturbance w.
B. Equivalent parametrizations
The idea of using disturbance-feedback in control theory is not new. In fact, Youla parametrization, a fundamental approach in characterizing stabilizing controllers, hinges on this idea. Let us briefly recall this approach.
Consider a proper transfer function 
In the Youla parametrization literature, the Youla parameter is defined as
One can observe that our disturbance-feedback controller in equation (10) is the equivalent transformation in finite horizon. In particular, M, E and ME -1 correspond to M (s), P yw (s) and Q(s) respectively. This connection motivates us to exploit the convexity results for distributed controllers in the infinite dimensional and unconstrained setting [8] .
III. CONDITIONS FOR CONVEXITY
Motivated by [5] , [19] , we first introduce the following definitions and lemmas.
Definition 1 (Closed-loop map):
We define the closed-loop map function h :
Also, we introduce the set h(S, B) = {h(L, B), ∀L ∈ S}.
According to Section II-B and (10), the set h(S, B) can be interpreted as the set of Youla parameters that comply with the given information structure.
Definition 2 (Quadratic Invariance, from [5] ):
Note that the general definition of QI presented in other works, involves infinite-dimensional linear operators [5] , [8] .
Recall from the appendix the definitions of the system stacked dynamic matrix B and of the stacked sensor-sparsity subspace S. We introduce the following two key lemmas.
Lemma 1: The set h(S, B) is convex if and only if it is equal to S. Lemma 1, whose proof is provided in [19] , motivates to look for conditions so that h(S, B) = S.
Lemma 2: h(S, B) = S ⇐⇒ S is QI w.r.t. B .
One of the key insights into proving Lemma 2 is the power series expansion of the closed-loop loop map h(X, Y). To ensure convergence of the power series, additional assumptions for plant and controller are needed in the infinite dimensional setting: see Section III-A in [5] . Within the class of finite-dimensional operator we consider, convergence conditions are satisfied by construction. Indeed, matrix BL that appears in h(L, B) has a null diagonal for any choice of the dynamical system and the affine controller, hence it is nilpotent. Lemma 1 and 2 above are particular cases of Theorem 14 in [5] and Theorem 5 in [19] , respectively. Now we present our main result on the application of the above to characterization of feasible disturbance-feedback policies.
Theorem 2: The set Π df,S N (x 0 ) is convex if and only if S is QI with respect to B. In this case, the sparsity constraint on M can be equivalently expressed as ME -1 ∈ S. Proof: The proof is omitted in the interest of space and can be found in [18] .
By direct application of Theorem 2, under the assumption of QI, we formulate the disturbance-feedback convex program which is equivalent to Problem 1.
The optimal solution (M , v ) to Problem 2 can be translated into the optimal solution (L , g ) of Problem 1 through the mapping highlighted in Theorem 1. In summary, we see that our setup generalizes [8] to include state and input constraints in finite horizon. Also, it generalizes [14] to include sparsity constraints. At the same time, however, our convexity results can be interpreted as a special case of those in [5] with a restriction to finite dimensional linear maps.
Remark 1: It has been shown in [15] that the notions of partially nested (PN) and QI information structures are equivalent. Hence, Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [20] can be regarded as equivalent interpretation of the result in Theorem 2. However, our proof method is different, as it is based on QI results over finite-dimensional operators and analysis of the closed loop operator h(·). This allows for certification of necessity and sufficiency of QI for convexity, whereas Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [20] only show sufficiency of PN for convexity.
A. Interpreting QI sensor-information structures.
Given the importance of QI for convex formulation of structured controllers, it is necessary to investigate their control-theoretic and graphical meaning. Our first result identifies a condition for QI, defined based on the columns of the system controllability matrix B AB ... A n-1 B . Theorem 3: The following two statements are equivalent: a) S is QI with respect to B. b) S is QI with respect to (A s B), ∀s ∈ Z [0,n-1] .
Proof: b) =⇒ a). For L, L ∈ S, define Φ = LBL . Divide Φ into a N × (N +1) block matrix, each block with dimension m × n, and reference its (i, j) block as Φ i,j ∈ R m×n . Then, considering the blocks of L, L as in (6),
Recall L a,b = 0 m×n whenever b > a. From (13) we see that every block Φ i,j is the sum of subterms in the form LA s BL , where L, L ∈ S are generic m × n blocks of L and L respectively, and s ∈ Z [0,N -1] . A sufficient condition to ensure Φ ∈ S, recalling the Cayley Hamilton theorem, is then:
Next, we exploit Theorem 3 to establish a graph-theoretic interpretation of QI for sensor-information structures. Given the system matrices (A, B) as in (1), define the graph G = (V, E), where V = {ν x1 , ..., ν xn , ν u1 , ..., ν um } is the set of nodes associated with the n states and the m inputs, and we denote as ε νa,ν b an arc in E with tail in ν a ∈ V and head in
otherwise. Let the nonzero entries in A encode the arcs ε νx i ,νx j , the nonzero entries in B encode the arcs ε νu k ,νx l , the nonzero entries in matrix S encode the arcs ε νx r ,νu s , for i, j, l, r ∈ Z [1,n] and k, s ∈ Z [1,m] . One can then exploit Theorem 3 to derive the following graph-theoretic interpretation of QI. In the left graph, we can identify two coupled subsystems. The first one, with state x1 is accessed and controlled by u1. The second one, with states x2, x3, is accessed and controlled by u2. Because of the coupling x1 → x2, the decisions of u1 influence those of u2 after 3 time steps. However u2 does not have direct access to x1, hence the structure is not QI and the problem is nonconvex. By adding the edge x1 → u2, we get a QI structure.
2) Every time there is a walk of length s+1 from ν uj to ν xi and νx i ,νu k ∈ E, and additionally Δ s (i, j) = 1, then for every l such that ε νx l ,νu j ∈ E, also ε νx l ,νu k ∈ E. Proof: Consider the statement
First, we show that (14) is equivalent to statement 1). For 1) =⇒ (14), we reason by contrapositive. Suppose
for any such case and hence 1). Last, we show (14) is equivalent to statement 2). Notice that (14) is violated if and only if S(k, l) = 0 while all the rest is one. Graphically, this would mean that state x l is not observed by input u k . At the same time, S(j, l) = 1, Δ s (i, j) = 1 and S(k, i) = 1 can be respectively interpreted as x l is observed by u j , u j influences x i in s+1 time-steps and x i is observed by u k . Hence, in accordance with (14) , the graphical-condition states that for every such situation, the edge from x l to u k must be present.
The corollary above is consistent with the notion of PN information structures. Other works that include the study of PN and their graphical interpretation are [16] , [17] .
In Figure 1 , we show a sensor-information structure which is easily checked not to be QI through the proposed graph-theoretic interpretation. Next to it, we show the corresponding modified QI graph.
IV. SIMULATIONS
We illustrate the proposed approach through a numerical example on an unstable 3-dimensional system. The system dynamics are given by The sensor-information matrix is defined as S = 1 0 0 1 0 1 , and the corresponding sparsity subspace is S = Sparse(S). Notice that this system can be described by the QI graph in Figure 1 . The disturbance set W is chosen as a cube in R In order to ensure that state and input constraints are satisfied for all time instants k ∈ Z [0,∞) , we consider the following time varying affine disturbance-feedback policy
The main challenge is to find a matrix K and a corresponding final set X f such that X f is robustly positive invariant under u = Kx. This is in accordance with Assumption 1 in [14] . Our approach was to first select K ∈ S so that all eigenvalues of (A+BK) lie inside the unitary disc and that the trace of (A+BK) is minimized. To this end, a simple linear program (LP) can be cast, for example, by exploiting stability conditions based on the Gershgorin circles theorem [21] . Thus, we found the stabilizing matrix K = -4.6745 0 0 0 0 1.875 , which lies in subspace S.
Second, we applied the algorithm in [22] to find a robustly invariant approximation of the minimal robustly invariant. Upon verification of (X f , KX f ) ⊆ T , we set X f equal to this approximation. Last, we solved the optimization problem to control the system in the time interval [0, N-1]. As we chose W to be a polytope, we could translate Problem 2 into an explicit LP. We solved the resulting LP using the MATLAB interface YALMIP with the solver QUADPROG [23] , [24] . Since the chosen structure can be easily checked to be QI (e.g. through the graph-theoretic test), the recovered state-feedback controller (L , g ) lies in S. We simulated the system, controlled according to (15) , with the disturbance sequence: where U (·) is the uniform distribution between values -0.1 and 0.1. In Figure 2 we report the resulting states trajectories. We can verify that the states reach X f within 8 time steps and stay there despite random disturbances. V. CONCLUSIONS We provided a convex program to solve the optimal control problem for constrained linear systems in finite horizon, when a fixed sensor-information structure is enforced. Our result is based on the connection between the Youla parametrization and disturbance feedback policies. In particular, we characterized the class of sensor-information structures that allow for convex optimization. We described their graphical meaning in Theorem 3 and Corollary 1. The applicability of the found results was shown in numerical simulations.
Future work will involve approaches to distribute the centralized computation. Furthermore, it will be interesting to explore convexification approaches for information structures which are not QI. 
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